
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401

400 Chestnut Street Tower II

June 4, 1985-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
Attn: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Dear Dr. Grace:

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - RESPONSE TO SALP REPORT

This letter is in response to NRC's March 26, 1985 SALP report of our

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant unit 1. In that report, you requested that we

reply to each Category 3 rating. We have enclosed responses to the

Category 3 rating in the areas of fire protection and licensing.

If you have any questions, please get in touch with R. H. Shell at

FTS 858-2688.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

W. Hufham, Manager
Licensing and Regulations

Enclosures
cc: Mr. James Taylor, Director (Enclosures)

Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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ENCLOSURE 1

- FIRE PROTECTION

TVA has previously acknowledged the problems associated with Appendix R

compliance at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN). These problems were

associated with a lack of knowledge and understanding of the rule and are

not indicative of the management of the ongoing fire protection program at

WBN.

In 1984, TVA recognized that the intent and acceptable performance level

for compliance with the rules was evolving through NRC staff action,

feedback from the inspection process, and industry input. As a result, TVA

decided to reevaluate WBN for Appendix R compliance. This reassessment

began after the completion of the NRC-sponsored workshops in early 1984. A

preliminary review identified a number of substantial deficiencies. These

deficiencies were identified to the NRC inspection team during their

entrance of July 16, 1984.

After the July 1984 inspection, TVA continued its reevaluation of the

facility for compliance with Appendix R. A team composed of design and

operations personnel directed the identification of deficiencies and the

development of corrective actions. A revised report was submitted on

January 25, 1985. It identified a number of corrective actions to be taken

in order to achieve compliance.

Physical work is virtually complete and all that remains is minor revisions

to a limited number of procedures. NRC inspection teams have revisited WBN

twice: once on February 19-22, 1985, and once on March 25-29, 1985. Both

visits confirmed the progress beig made toward compliance.

Based upon the success of TVA's reevaluation program, the result of NRC's

followup inspection, and the positive review by NRR, TVA considers that no

additional action is required in response to the Category 3 rating for fire

protection.



ENCLOSURE 2

LICENSING ACTIVITIES

The predominant idea expressed in your evaluation of TVA's licensing
activities appears to be that we were not concerned with resolving NRC
staff concerns during the first half of the evaluation period. TVA does
not agree with that evaluation. Indeed, we made numerous attempts early in
that period to resolve issues with the staff. During that time, we
experienced great difficulty in arranging conference calls and meetings
with the staff on many of the issues which existed. We fully understand
that the staff was in the process of licensing other facilities at the
time and that effort placed a significant burden on NRC resources;
however, we believe that situation was a major contributor to the delay in
resolving many of the Watts Bar issues. In fact, most of the Watts Bar
issues were resolved after the plants scheduled for completion before Watts
Bar were issued operating licenses by NRC.

Although some issues were noted in the report as having taken long periods
for TVA to resolve with NRC, we do not believe they are the result of a
lack of TVA management concern in resolving these issues.

TVA is, and has been, concerned when we have open issues with the NRC
staff. We will continue to attempt to resolve those issues in a timely
manner through TVA management involvement at all levels of NRC management,
both on a regular and a case by case basis. As indicated in the SALP
report, NRC believes TVA is focusing management attention and involvement
on resolution of licensing issues at Watts Bar and we now have only a small
number of minor items open with regard to licensing unit 1 at Watts Bar.
For these reasons, we do not believe additional action is required in
response to the Category 3 rating for licensing activities.


